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Our Difference
• We have no sales department, which keeps costs down and 

allows us to focus on manufacturing quality.
• We supply a range of trusted distributors, which offers you the 

choice to buy locally with onsite advice or to make an online 
purchase.

• We are available twelve months of the year for advice and factory 
servicing.

Standards
CINDERS has supplied technical advice to many regulatory and 
safety committees and were the specialist barbecue contributors 
to the UKLPG Code of Practice 24, pt3 – 2017 (Use of LPG for 
Commercial Catering Events, Street Food and Mobile Catering).

We choose to have our management and factory procedures tested 
to the latest ISO 9001:2015 International Quality Standard, which is 
a particularly robust route to CE Approval.

Our products hold, as appropriate: BS EN 498:2012, BS EN 203-
1:2014, BS EN 203-2-1:2014 and BS EN 203-3:2009 for Barbecues 
for Outdoor Use and Gas Heated Catering Equipment in general, and 
all products are, of course, fully CE Approved.

The Company
CINDERS BARBECUES LTD is a British manufacturer, dedicated 
to outdoor catering design. Our ‘trademark’ long and open grill has 
been a success for over thirty five years, opening markets to UK 
manufacturing around the world. We supply to countries as varied as 
Finland and Dubai and whilst not as surprising as the barbecues we 
sent to the Antarctic Research Centre, we are most proud of repeat 
customers from UK top hotels, pubs and street food vendors.

Our mission is to maintain our position as market leaders in our 
sector by upholding our quality standards.

Our roots are in the North of England where our dedicated team hand 
craft each product in our modern 15,000 sq ft factory. The latest 
CNC machinery sits comfortably alongside bespoke tooling, ensuring 
production consistently meets our ISO 9001:2015 International 
Quality Certification.
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Twin Independent Grill Areas
80 cm (31.5”) x 45.7 cm (18”)

Total Grill Area
7312 sq cm (1134 sq ins)

Weight
47 kg

Total Heat Input
20 kW

Total Propane Consumption
1.45 kg per hour

Recommended Gas Supply
19 kg Propane Cylinder

(12 hours at full rate)

Input Pressure
14.5 p.s.i. (1.0 bar) Regulator supplied and fitted

The CLASSIC TG160 barbecue is the clear market leader and the 
professional’s choice for a commercial catering operation. It is well 
known as the legendary workhorse of the industry. The TG160 has 
one of the largest grill areas on the market and provides high capacity 
for faster profits. It also folds flat for easy transport and storage.

TG160 Practical Features
• No assembly needed.
• Folds to 19cm (7½ ins) flat for transport.
• Internal self-cleaning by reflected heat, saves time and effort.
• Cooking heat achieved in less than five minutes.
• High pressure burners unaffected by wind.
• Warranty for Commercial Use.
• Easy low maintenance from minimal, rugged design. 
• High capacity from ‘production line’ open grill, for faster profits.
• Individual controls for each side of the grill.
• Economic 12 hrs full heat from one 19 kg propane cylinder.
• Excess fat collected in any disposable ring-pull can.
• Can be stored vertically on end, for the least storage space possible.
• Leg design remains stable on soft earth, also protects controls 

when folded.

CLASSIC TG160
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Single Grill Area
80 cm (31.5”) x 45.7 cm (18”)

Total Grill Area
3656 sq cm (567 sq in)

Weight
26 kg

Total Heat Input
10 kW

Total Propane Consumption
0.725 kg per hour

Recommended Gas Supply
13 kg Propane Cylinder 

(18 hours)

Input Pressure
14.5 p.s.i. (1.0 bar) Regulator supplied and fitted

The CLASSIC SG80 is the half-size version of our famous twin grill. 
Its lighter weight has made it a firm favourite for a smaller commercial 
catering operation. Light weight does not mean lesser quality. The 
same standards which make the twin grill TG160 the choice of 
professionals are applied equally to this handy model.

SG80 Practical Features
• No assembly needed.
• Folds to 21.5 cm (8½ ins) flat for transport.
• Internal self-cleaning by reflected heat, saves time and effort.
• Cooking heat achieved in less than five minutes.
• High pressure burner unaffected by wind.
• Easy low maintenance from minimal, rugged design. 
• Warranty for Commercial Use.
• Open grill for presentation and convenience.
• Economic 18 hrs full heat from one 13 kg propane cylinder.
• Excess fat collected in any disposable ring-pull can.
• Can be stored vertically on end, for the least storage space possible.
• Leg design remains stable on soft earth, also protects controls 

when folded.

CLASSIC SG80
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Twin Independent Grill Areas
80 cm (31.5”) x 45.7 cm (18”)

Total Grill Area
7312 sq cm (1134 sq in)

Weight
54 kg

Total Heat Input
17 kW

Total Propane Consumption
1.25 kg per hour

Recommended Gas Supply
19 kg Propane Cylinder
(13.5 hours at full rate)

Input Pressure
37 mbar (LOW PRESSURE)
Regulator supplied and fitted

The Festival TG160F is perfect for tented areas and build-ups at large festivals, 
with low pressure stainless steel burners and flame supervision devices.
Whilst heavier and slightly more complex in design, it meets the UKLPG Code 
of Practice 24 pt3-2017 for Commercial Catering Events, Street Food and 
Mobile Catering and is compatible with the NCASS ‘QuickSafe’ LPG system for 
temporary outdoor kitchens.

TG160F Practical Features
• Meets every aspect of the UKLPG Code of Practice 24 pt3.
• No assembly needed, no separate parts.
• Internal self-cleaning by reflected heat, saves time and effort
• Folds flat to 19 cm (7 1/2 ins) for easy transport.
• Can be stood vertically on end, for the least storage space possible.
• Leg design remains stable on soft earth and protects controls when folded.
• Cooking heat achieved in less than five minutes, fast cool down.
• High capacity from ‘production line’ open grill, for faster profits.
• Individual controls for each side of the grill.
• Economical 13.5 hours from one 19kg propane cylinder.
• Excess fat collected in any disposable ring-pull can.

• Warranty for Commercial Use.
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Single Grill Area
80 cm (31.5”) x 45.7 cm (18”)

Total Grill Area
3656 sq cm (567 sq in)

Weight
26 kg

Total Heat Input
8.5 kW

Total Propane Consumption
0.615 kg per hour

Recommended Gas Supply
13 kg Propane Bottle  
(21 hours)

Input Pressure
37 mbar (LOW PRESSURE)
Regulator supplied and fitted

The Festival SG80F is the half-size version of our new TG160F for tented 
areas and build-ups. A powerful stand-alone profit-centre in its own right, 
it can also be a finishing grill for high volume sous vide or kitchen-prepared 
products.
Whilst maybe not as impressive as our TG160F model, its value is in its 
portability. This makes it perfect for small markets, sharing between clubs or 
moving quickly from location to location. 
Your vegan or vegetarian clients will also appreciate a smaller side grill to meet 
with their food separation requirements.

SG80F Practical Features
• Meets every aspect of the UKLPG Code of Practice 24 pt3.
• No assembly needed, no separate parts.
• Lighter weight, one person operation.
• Internal self-cleaning by reflected heat, saves time and effort.
• Folds flat to 21.5 cm (8 ½ ins).
• Fits into any 4 x 4 vehicle or even a large car boot.
• Leg design protects controls when folded.
• Cooking heat achieved in less than five minutes, fast cool down.
• Highly visible positional control.
• Very economical 21 hours from one 13kg cylinder at full rate.
• Excess fat collected in any ring-pull can.
• Warranty for Commercial Use.
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Dimensions
Height 220mm, Length 580mm, Width 340mm

Weight
17kg

Optimum wok size
15-20’’

Total Heat Input:
16kW net (17kW gross) at 37mbar

18kW net (20kW gross) at 50mbar

Total Propane Consumption:
1.225 kg/hr at 37mbar

1.45 kg/hr at 50mbar

Recommended Gas Supply:
19kg propane cylinder,

(15.5 hours full rate at 37mbar, 13 hours full rate at 50mbar)

Input Pressure
37mbar Regulator supplied and fitted

The StreetWok LP20 introduces new technology to an ancient method of 
cooking, introducing a high power, easy to use, portable wok burner for 
outdoor events.
Our patented ‘flower head’ burner array softens the heat and spreads it 
around the base of the wok pan, avoiding the difficult ‘hot spot’ and reduces 
actual cooking times.
Asian flavours are bursting out of oriental kitchens and into pubs and onto 
Street Food markets. The StreetWok LP20 makes outdoor Asian cooking 
possible and unlocks fresh potential for summer profits.

CE Approved to BS EN 203-1:2014 and BS EN 203-2-1:2014 

LP20 Practical Features
• Portability.
• Attracts customers for faster profits.
• Sturdy, durable design from Cinders.
• Full UK factory support.
• ‘Flower head’ array spreads heat for even cooking.
• Powerful and dependable. Multiple burners increase reliability.
• Pilot burner design offers total main burner shut down and instant re-light.
• Large control knob with variable settings.
• Economic 10.6 hours from one 19kg cylinder, at 37mbar full rate.
• Warranty for Commercial use.
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TrailerWok LP7
Dimensions
Height 220mm, Length 580mm, Width 340mm

Weight
16.0 kg

Optimum wok size
15-20”

Total Heat Input:
7kW net (7.75 kW gross) at 37mbar 

7.75kW net (8.5kW gross) at 50mbar

Total Propane Consumption:
0.56 kg/hr at 37mbar

0.62 kg/hr at 50mbar

Recommended Gas Supply:
13 kg propane cylinder,

(23 hours full rate at 37mbar, 21 hours full rate at 50mbar) 

Input Pressure
37 mbar Regulator supplied and fitted.

The TrailerWok LP7 embodies all the benefits of the StreetWok LP20, but at a more 
leisurely pace. Intended specifically for trailers and build-ups, the sixteen ‘flower head’ 
burner array has been compacted to six central burners which throw less heat at the 
wok pan whilst still providing ‘show cooking’ to attract and delight customers.
We recommend a minimum 15’’ wok pan, as the TrailerWok LP7 is in all respects still a 
professional and profitable wok burner from Cinders!   

CE Approved and certified to the Gas Heated Catering Equipment standards;
BS EN 203-1:2014
BS EN 203-2-1:2014

Meets all UKLPG Code of Practice 24 pt3 requirements (Use of LPG in Commercial 
Catering Events, Street Food and Mobile Catering).
Suitable for the NCASS ‘QuickSafe’ LPG system for temporary outdoor kitchens.

LP7 Practical Features
• Easily transferred from trailer to tent.
• Attracts customers for faster profits.
• Sturdy, durable design from Cinders.
• Full UK factory support.
• Dependable, as multiple burners mean reliability.
• Pilot burner design offers total main burner shut-down and instant re-light.
• Large control knob with variable settings.
• Economy of 23 hours from one 13kg cylinder, at 37mbar full rate.
• Warranty for Commercial Use.
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Accessories
Our accessories are simple and robust, and designed to enhance the versatility of your catering operation.

Great for sizzling stir fry vegetables, holding piles of fried 
onions, turning out pancakes, or for cooking breakfasts 
for early arrivals at set up. 

FLAT GRIDDLE 
Constructed from 6mm thick cooking grade aluminium 
with lipped edges, it completely covers and converts 
the single grill SG80 into a flat-top. It will also slide from 
side-to-side on the TG160, cleaning the grilling surface 
by reflected heat as it goes. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. 
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Two Pan Supports and one Flat Griddle convert the CLASSIC 
TG160 from a barbecue to a buffet line at minimal extra cost.  
Pans not included
Fits Classic models only

DOUBLE PAN SUPPORT 
The heavy duty frame drops into place at either end of the barbecue and overhangs a 
reserve full-size (1/1) 100mm deep Gastronorm pan. It also suspends a second pan 
above the hot grilling surface, offering tremendous versatility. Benefits include hygiene 
control of prepared food from kitchen to customer. 

SINGLE PAN SUPPORT
The single pan support can be reversed to either hang 
over the end of the barbecue or to sit above the barbe-
cue as a dry Bain-marie. Its advantages are that pans 
can be slid in and out from the side and the entire grilling 
surface can be cooked on when needed.

Pan not included 

Fits Classic models only

Accessories
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Accessories
COVERS
Cover for convenience or fold away in seconds, our elegant 
branded covers give you two great options! The easy slip-over 
covers are heavy weather resistant twill with quality piping and 
with the Cinders Barbecues logo in red and black, on a silver 
background. 
Simple clip fastenings secure in high winds and deter curious 
passers-by. 

15” WOK PAN
Our 15 inch ‘London Wok’ is the optimum smallest size for all 
Cinders wok burners. It sits comfortably in the bowl of the burner 
and the chef’s protecting flame shield on the upper grate can be 
used to ‘ flip’ the wok when pulled forward by the handle.
Mild steel is perfect for seasoning before first use and it will give 
many years of good service.
The round bottom encourages food to move around easily and 
the 195mm wooden handle is the perfect ergonomic length for 
balanced handling of this professional wok.
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TG160

2080mm

1715mm

794mm

660mm

SG80

910mm

850mm

215mm

660mm

1120mm

190mm

DimensionsSLIMFOLD
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Cinders Barbecues Ltd
High Bentham, Lancaster  LA2 7NB

Tel: 015242 62900      Fax: 015242 62955

info@cindersbarbecues.co.uk

www.cindersbarbecues.co.uk


